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Dear Families, 

What do you see? 
In the first picture do you see the face of an old man with a beard or do you see in the middle a man, sitting 
with his back to you looking at some houses? In the second picture, do see some flower stems and a 
butterfly or do you see a beautiful face? In the final picture do you see a vase or do you see two white faces 
in profile? 
Daily life at this moment can be very confusing for us all and we may be finding it hard to see things one 
way or another. 
The facts are that as a nation, we are still in the midst of a pandemic and by our combined and individual 
actions, we have saved lives. However, those who govern and lead our nation are directing some people 
back to work and some children back to school. It maybe that we will all have to carefully pick our way 
through and find a pathway to recovery and healing. On the way, there will be questions, concerns and 
anxieties and the answers and solutions will not always be immediate but hopefully there will be a safe 
solution in the end. 
The families and staff have continued to provide amazing home learning and the Year 1 video made me 
laugh, cry and miss the children, all at once! What clever parents and children. The children accessing 
school have continued with their learning but have been particularly active this week with a Gruffalo’s Child 
assault course and completing an Orienteering course. Children love puzzles and riddles to solve and I 
know that our children are like their parents, excellent at problem solving. 
This week I will leave you with a Walt Disney clip (found by Mr Barber), 
which says it all at this moment. 
https://youtu.be/evfOzPrzIu0 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Mrs S Randle 
Head Teacher 
                             Orienteering in the Marvel Class 
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